
SMALL GROUP TOOLS 

This tool can use small groups. To access all ten-minute prep 
small group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into 
the Main Search Bar or use for the following link - Small Group 
Ten Minute-Prep-Steps:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-
tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
(You must be currently subscribed and logged into the 
Learning Connect website to access this link.)

TEACHER REFERENCE:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/


Teacher Note:  This PowerPoint begins with an optional Self-
Starter to use at the beginning of class, while conducting 
classroom housekeeping  tasks, such as taking roll.

IF SELF-STARTER IS USED, please proceed to the Introductory 
slide.  Then, on step one, students may proceed to share and 
compare their results, in small groups, if applicable.  If not, 
proceed directly to the next slide in the presentation.

IF SELF-STARTER IS NOT USED, please proceed to the title 
slide and begin the lesson.

TEACHER REFERENCE: 
SELF – STARTER NOTE



As directed, BEFORE lecture/reading…individually,

1. When given the lesson topic or lesson-
related image or object, what 
occurrence, event or happening related 
to this topic, image or object creates 
curiosity? 

STUDENT SELF-STARTER



My Visual Phenomenon
Lesson Guide



Our brain has a natural desire to make 
sense of the world.  Every day, we can 
observe a real-word phenomenon that 
generates curiosity. This makes the brain 
create its own question, then investigate, 
explore and discover its own knowledge.

INTRODUCTION



This phenomenon can be simple questions 
like why is there bubble in boiling water, 
condensation on the grass or a certain 
sound, smell, noise or feeling from a certain 
occurrence, even or an happening.  Why or 
how do things work or happen as they do? 



(Front – Sheet of Paper)

MY VISUAL  PHENOMENON SHEET
STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Assignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address):
As directed, BEFORE lecture/reading, individually, with a partner or small group, 

1. When given the lesson topic or lesson-related 
image or object, what occurrence, event or 
happening related to this topic, image or 
object creates curiosity? 



(Front – Sheet of Paper)

MY VISUAL  PHENOMENON SHEET

2. Do you wonder how and why this occurrence or 

event happens?  

3. Do you wonder how this occurrence or event 

might Sound?  Smell?  Taste? Feel?

4.This object, event or occurrence reminds me 
of: (three to five sentences)



(Front – Sheet of Paper)

MY VISUAL  PHENOMENON SHEET

5. The key points learned from this visual, object, 

event or occurrence are:

6. A major question that I still have about this 

topic is:
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